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Active Slimming Serum 250ml
Brand: Algologie

Price: $51.99

Short Description
Keeps body trim and firm when slimming

Description
For all overweight and cellulite sufferers - Just 1 week shows results
3 STEPS TO LOOKING GOOD AND FEELING BETTER WITH A BEAUTIFUL
BODY AND A GUARANTEE OF BETTER HEALTH BY LOSING EXCESS
WEIGHT NOW IMPORTANT ADVICE FOR YOUR OVERWEIGHT CUSTOMERS:
We are a seriously professional skin care company and we want to be perfectly honest.
Neither this serum nor any other product can be merely applied to the skin to create
weight loss. But this ACTIVE SLIMMING SERUM has been proven to play an
important part in a slimming or /and cellulite routine the details of which are briefly
described as follows and which can be conveyed to your customers.
DIET is essential. A qualified professional should advise in recommending suitable
foods low in calories, with a low GI index and low in fat content particularly saturated
fat. Suitably smaller helpings at meal times should also be considered.
EXERCISE is also important and professional guidance can be obtained for a daily or at
least a 3 times weekly routine. ALGOLOGIE SEAWEED BODY WRAPS followed by
ACTIVE SLIMMING SERUM. Once or twice weekly as directed with a brisk exfoliation
with EARTH SEA SAL TS or SEA SALT BODY SCRUB before you start. Finish off
with a massage with the SERUM together with a recommendation to apply it twice daily
at home on the troubled areas. This massage will contribute to faster results and also very

importantly prevent the common skin slackening while losing weight and instead keep
the skin firm, smooth, healthy and attractive.
These three steps should begin to show a weight loss in just 1 week, a more beautiful
body and a real feeling of "well being" because of losing that excess unhealthy weight.
KEY INGREDIENTS
Laminaria Hyperborea Seaweed: reduces adipocytes (fatty tissue) size and reactivates its
natural lipolysis (breakdown). It also has an impressive draining action which leads to
waste elimination thanks to better micro circulation. This ingredient is particularly
valuable for cellulite (oversized adipocytes). Caffeine: A powerful widely used and
recognised anti-cellulite and slimming agent. Helps to burn fatty deposits. Also helps
drainage which limits the storage of fat in the cells.
Suaeda Maritima: Boosts the action of caffeine on fatty tissue particularly on thighs with
resistant cellulite. Twice as effective as caffeine for "orange peel" skin.
APPLICATION
Apply morning and evening in upwards movements every day on the desired areas, eg
hips, stomach, buttocks and particularly flabby thighs. Exfoliation with Sea Salt Body
Scrub once or twice weekly will quicken the results.
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